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Mary Jo Lyons 

From: Gayle D. Connolly <kacamanager@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 9:58 PM
To: Gayle D. Connolly
Cc: Tom Geren; Richard Beck; Mary Jo Lyons; Charles Adams III; George Krapfel
Subject: August 29 Update

Dear All ~ 
 
Today was a much better day!  Rockport is looking so much better.  The roads are very nearly perfectly clear, 
Linemen were all over the electrical lines and people are starting to come out.   
 
There were people EVERYWHERE with water, food, MRE's, BBQ, clothing, necessities - waving people in with 
smiles to have a fresh free BBQ and take something(s) you need.  It made my heart so happy and PROUD.  We 
Texans are a good lot - especially the ones that congregate in Rockport! 
 
For a smile, I noted the Poor Man's Bar and Grill seemed to get through this (apparently) unscathed.  That seemed 
apropos.  Here's hoping they reopen soon and the pricing matches the name!     
 
There is now organized security to get on the island before the bridge.  It did not seem like you had to offer 
ID.  They have the Island Registry and you just have to say who you are and what your address is.  They will not 
allow friends or non-residents to go check for you.  If you are planning to send a contractor, you must be there to 
get them approved.   
 
Tomorrow we will have one crew, headed by Bobby of Roadrunner Restoration on site to board any openings and 
properly tarp roofs.  We sincerely apologize for the delay, but his crews have been fighting inability to leave a 
flooded Houston and all of the road closures between here and there.  We're so very lucky to get them here taking 
care of us - especially when their own homes are at risk.     
 
Also tomorrow (or Friday at the latest) we will have delivery of large debris bins and another contractor, Don 
Lawson, who's crew will get rid of all of the debris on our site, including in the canal.  This will make your 
upcoming visits safer.   
 
Should you come before clean up is complete in your area - please be VERY careful!  The debris is really quite 
dangerous.  It's in layers, so you think you are stepping on something solid and safe - until the nail in the board 
under it pops through and gets your foot!  (Yes, it has already happened to one of our new crew members!)   
 
You are all (very reasonably) concerned about insurance.  An easy way to understand the coverages is this:  In the 
event your unit would need to be completely rebuilt (which is, thankfully not so for most of you - but will still apply, 
whatever your level of damage) our Association coverage will rebuild to original point-of-sale.  In other words, 
walls, bathrooms, kitchens, cabinets, carpeting, paint, light fixtures - whatever was originally installed.  The claim for 
this coverage is already filed.   
 
Your coverage will pick up at contents and improvements.  This means, if you replaced the carpeting with tile, our 
coverage will afford enough for carpeting.  Your coverage will have to pick up the difference between carpet and 
tile cost.  Your coverage will likewise handle your furniture.  We are filing claims for windstorm and (potentially) 
flood.   
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We do not have confirmation on flood.  The storm surge was not as high as predicted, but evidence suggests there 
was still rising water or wave action which may have impacted certain of our buildings. 
 
To close on tonight's conversation on insurance, the Association's insurance is for the Association - as held in 
common, not by or for individuals.  Your private insurance is yours and is held by you.   
 
Richard has already explained a bit what Crossroads Private Adjusters does.  The concerns you have about receiving 
every coverage we are entitled to are answered by their services.  That is what they do.  We also have GSM to 
advocate, as they have done mightily so far, starting with our fire.  The adjuster assigned to us for the fire will 
hopefully also be assigned for Harvey.  She is familiar with us, she is very responsive, reasonable and interested in 
forwarding our interests smoothly.  It is my understanding she has already approved a $50,000 start-up check so 
that our initial efforts have appropriate funding.   
 
On GSM, if you have your private coverage through them they have advised me that they are being completely 
inundated.  This on top of the phones being mostly out.  As such, you may be having trouble reaching them.  They 
want you to know they are working HARD on your interests and to get back to each of you.  Please be patient and 
know you are not being ignored.   
 
If you have not yet been able to contact them, they recommend you contact the Carrier on your policy 
directly.  Have your policy number ready when you call.  GSM will still have a hand in assisting and advocating your 
claim.  However, the carriers have a much larger staff and can open the claim immediately, providing you with your 
claim number and having your interests already moving - and then they contact GSM for you.   
 
Tom Geren has gathered some good information on TWIA, which Dale of Crossroads will be able to round out 
nicely for us.  I expect to have some clarification on that for you by tomorrow.  
   
I have an email sent to me today by GSM which dispels concerns about the new insurance law.  I will forward that 
shortly.  Essentially this new law is intended to protect consumers from predatory lawyers who put and keep these 
sort of situations in Court for years.  I forget which, but apparently attorneys kept one large hurricane in courts for 
10 years - with the consumers being the big losers in the end.   
 
Johnson Creekmore will be at least partially re-opened tomorrow.  Their building seems to be in reasonably good 
shape, they were out there today working on their own recovery.  You should not see much of a change in services 
there, though your mail will be sent from Corpus by yours truly - instead of from Rockport this month.   
 
FEMA is providing a great deal of assistance to residents.  If your condo is your only place of residence, this (I am 
being told) includes housing.  It has been reported to me that some of my other client's family members are already 
being housed in hotels in Corpus.  There are other benefits available as well.  I suggest, in addition to the coverages 
we have already discussed, you also file a claim with FEMA.  You can do so online at 
www.fema.govindividualdisasterassistance  They are also organizing in Rockport and will have four centers available 
to visit before the week is out.  
 
There is no longer any reason to hold off on coming to view your unit and gather property.  TAKE PHOTOS of 
EVERYTHING before you move ANYTHING!   
 
I have heard unsubstantiated rumours of anticipated gas shortages.  As our gas comes from Houston, this would 
seem a reasonable short term expectation.  You may wish to keep an eye on the news on that count before 
travelling down.  As I expect the roads to get busy (there were already lines waiting to get certain places today - such 
as onto our island), it would not be unwise to bring a gas can with you.   
 
Depending on your starting location, you may need to be concerned about road closures.  Before you leave home 
check out this site:  DriveTexas 
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DriveTexas  

 

 
This should keep you from unnecessary delays and detours.   
 
I am sincerely hopeful that I have answered all of your calls, texts and emails.  If I've missed any - or a question or 
concern - please remind me you are in need of an answer.  The phones are ridiculously bad out there.  Wifi services 
come and go.  Which leaves this time of day to double check and hope I've gotten everyone covered.  I don't mind 
the time of day - but you all can generate alarming numbers of communications from morning to evening while I'm 

in the black-out zone!!!  
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Hoping sincerely that the appreciable forward motion we are starting to see is offering you some relief 
tonight.  Wishing you all a good evening!  
 
Best ~ 
 
  
Gayle D. Connolly 
General Manager 
Key Allegro Condominiums 
kacamanager@yahoo.com 
(361) 774-8888 


